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Quiz I

A noun names a person, place or thing.

A verb is a word that is capable of asserting something.

1. Decide if the following words are nouns or verbs and then write them in the correct 
column.

cooks, chair, jumps, Aunt Joan, hears, moon, floats, New York, flower, helicopter, writes, shines, 
banana

NOUNS VERBS
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2. Write the words from the NOUNS column in the previous exercise in the correct column 
below. Is the noun a person, place, or thing? 

PERSONPERSON PLACE THING

3. Sentences can tell us something in different ways. Most sentences just state a fact or tell us 
something (assertion). However, some sentences tell us to do something (command). These 
are called command sentences. The Latin name for command sentences is imperative. It 
comes from the Latin word “to command.” It’s easy to remember because it sounds like 
“emperor,” doesn’t it? And emperors command! In Latin, assertion sentences are called 
“indicatives.” The root word “dico” means “to speak.”

What is each sentence telling us? Circle your answer.

a. Mary washes the dishes.   Assertion (Indicative)
       
       Command (Imperative)

b. Wash the dishes, Mary!    Assertion (Indicative)

       Command (Imperative)
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Quiz II

1. Write the stem of the verbs.

a. regere - re = _________________

b. bibere - re = _________________

c. monēre - re = ________________

d. vivere - re = _________________

e. ponere - re = _________________

In both English and Latin, we refer to one of something as SINGULAR 
and to more than one of something as PLURAL.

2. Indicate whether the following words are SINGULAR (by writing an “S” after them), or 
PLURAL (by writing a “P” after them).

a. ship   _____________

b. boxes   _____________

c. ladders   _____________

d. key            _____________ 

e. duck  _____________

f. broom  _____________

g. plants  _____________

STEM: To find the stem, drop the -re on what is called the  
“indeterminate” or  “infinitive” form. (After all, there are almost 

“infinite” possibilities for sentences once we have the infinitive form.)

Example: laudare - re = lauda (lauda is the stem)
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3. Listed below are some very common Latin endings. Circle the plural endings.

-o or -m

-s

-t

-mus

-tis

-nt

4. Which of the endings above means “we”? __________________________________
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